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When the first edition of Pediatric Psychopharmacology published in 2002, it filled a void in child and

adolescent psychiatry and quickly establishing itself as the definitive text-reference in pediatric

psychopharmacology. While numerous short, clinically focused paperbacks have been published

since then, no competitors with the scholarly breadth, depth, and luster of this volume have

emerged. In the second edition, Christopher Kratochvil, MD, a highly respected expert in pediatric

psychopharmacology, joins the outstanding editorial team led by Dr. Martin and Dr. Scahill. In the

new edition, the editors streamline the flow of information to reflect the growth in scientific data since

the first edition appeared. The overall structure of the book remains the same, with major sections

on underlying biology; somatic interventions; assessment and treatment; and special

considerations.
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Briefly only.Excellent overview, with very up to date information on the latest indications for

psychotropic medications in children/adolescents. Is organized by Diagnosis in each chapter. Has

all EXCEPT nothing on Impulse Control Disorders, including nothing on Trichotillomania. A serious



omission, in an otherwise comprehensive and thorough undertaking. Sections are concise and well

constructed. Edited by the Yale Child Study group with top notch contributors from all over.Despite

the one drawback, the book is strongly recommended anyway, as there is a dearth of good texts in

this field which specifically address the burgeoning use of these medications in this age group.

I had high hopes for this book, and even met the author at a conference. Unfortunately, the book did

not contain more than basic knowledge. I got the sense that the information would be for

experienced clinicians, but it was pretty basic. The book was quite pricey, and I hate to say this, but

it just was not worth the money I paid.

In my opinion, it's the best book about pediatric psychopharmacology, with the additional of having

excelent chapters about the developmental neurobiology of the major psychiatric disorders

This book is beautiful and very useful . I knew since the first chapter that all my doubts will be

finished.

This is a great pediatric psychopharm textbook. And I was pleased to see it is available as an

eBook. But I only gave it one star because the Kindle edition only works on Kindle for PC/Mac, you

can't even use it with Kindle Cloud, let alone Kindle devices, including Fire. BEWARE!!! For a $140+

dollar ebook, you should be able to use it on at least the Kindle Cloud, and hopefully a Kindle device

or two.
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